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ABSTRACT

PubTator Central (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
research/pubtator/) is a web service for viewing
and retrieving bioconcept annotations in full text
biomedical articles. PubTator Central (PTC) provides
automated annotations from state-of-the-art text
mining systems for genes/proteins, genetic vari-
ants, diseases, chemicals, species and cell lines, all
available for immediate download. PTC annotates
PubMed (29 million abstracts) and the PMC Text
Mining subset (3 million full text articles). The new
PTC web interface allows users to build full text doc-
ument collections and visualize concept annotations
in each document. Annotations are downloadable
in multiple formats (XML, JSON and tab delimited)
via the online interface, a RESTful web service and
bulk FTP. Improved concept identification systems
and a new disambiguation module based on deep
learning increase annotation accuracy, and the new
server-side architecture is significantly faster. PTC
is synchronized with PubMed and PubMed Central,
with new articles added daily. The original PubTator
service has served annotated abstracts for ∼300
million requests, enabling third-party research in use
cases such as biocuration support, gene prioritiza-
tion, genetic disease analysis, and literature-based
knowledge discovery. We demonstrate the full text
results in PTC significantly increase biomedical
concept coverage and anticipate this expansion will
both enhance existing downstream applications and
enable new use cases.

INTRODUCTION

Automated text mining is becoming increasingly important
for accessing and extracting knowledge within the biomed-
ical literature (1). Web-based tools simplify distributing re-
sults from state-of-the-art text mining systems, due to their

platform independence and the lack of installation, mainte-
nance, and infrastructure requirements (2). As such, several
web-based tools have been recently developed to provide au-
tomated concept annotations to support downstream text
mining tasks in the biomedical domain (3–9). PubTator (10)
was one of the first such systems to provide automated con-
cept annotations of several important biomedical concept
types – genes/proteins, genetic variants, diseases, chemicals,
and species – across all PubMed article abstracts. PubTa-
tor features a PubMed-like web interface for ease of use,
with a RESTful web service (API) added in April 2015 (2).
PubTator is updated with new PubMed articles daily, and
the API has currently served annotated abstracts for ∼300
million requests. Third-party researchers have used PubTa-
tor in a variety of use cases, including biocuration support
(11–13), gene prioritization (14,15), genetic disease analy-
sis (16), literature-based knowledge discovery (17,18) and
downstream text mining (7,19–24).

An important limitation of PubTator has been the lack of
results from full text articles. Human indexers and biocura-
tors both require access to full text (25,26), and studies have
shown that text mining efforts limited to abstracts lack im-
portant knowledge present in the full text (25,27,28). Full
text articles are more complex than abstracts and ∼40 times
longer, making them more difficult for text mining. More-
over, in the past full text has been significantly less available
than abstracts. In recent years, however, the availability of
full text articles for text mining has increased dramatically,
with the percentage of articles in PubMed Central available
for text mining approaching ∼80% (29).

In this work, we describe PubTator Central (PTC), a new
implementation of the PubTator service expanding auto-
mated concept annotation to full text articles and includ-
ing a web interface designed for full text, higher through-
put architecture, updated concept annotation methods, and
an expanded set of concept types. PTC annotates PubMed
abstracts and the full text documents in PubMed Central
Text Mining (PMC-TM) subset, including both the Open
Access Subset and the Author Manuscript Collection. PTC
thus contains over 29 million abstracts and ∼3 million full
text documents, which expand the total number of anno-
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tations nearly four-fold over abstracts alone. PTC includes
a completely new web interface, featuring semantic search
and improved navigation in full text. The server-side ar-
chitecture is significantly redesigned, exploiting nonrela-
tional data to increase throughput despite the increased
load. PTC annotates the concept types supported by the
original PubTator system (genes/proteins, genetic variants,
diseases, chemicals, and species) and expands the annotated
concept types to include cell lines. Updated concept identi-
fication methods and a new disambiguation module based
on cutting-edge deep learning techniques provide increased
accuracy. Annotations in PTC are available in multiple for-
mats (XML, JSON and tab delimited) via the online inter-
face, a RESTful web service or FTP download. PTC is syn-
chronized with PubMed and PMC-TM, with new articles
added daily.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

New articles in PubMed or PMC-TM are first processed
through a series of concept taggers (Figure 1A) to obtain
annotations for each bioconcept type. In this manuscript,
an annotation consists of a contiguous text span, a concept
type, and an accession identifier. The disambiguation mod-
ule (Figure 1B) then resolves annotation conflicts (over-
lapping annotations). Annotated articles are subsequently
stored in a MongoDB database (Figure 1C), and made
available to users via the new PTC web interface and the
RESTful API for programmatic access. To ensure consis-
tency, the input/output text files for each step in the PTC
processing pipeline are handled by BioC, a community-
driven biomedical text processing data format for improved
interoperability (30).

Concept annotation improvements

While the concept taggers used in PubTator (10) demon-
strated high performance in their respective benchmarks
(31–34), the content of full text articles is more complex
than abstracts, making them more difficult to annotate ac-
curately. Hence, our concept taggers are either modified
and/or re-trained (if a corpus of full-text article is available)
for improved performance. Specifically, genes/proteins are
annotated in PTC by GNormPlus (35) and normalized to
NCBI Gene identifiers. GNormPlus integrates several text
mining approaches (e.g. AB3P (36) for abbreviation reso-
lution and SimConcept (37) for composite mentions) for
improved accuracy. Genetic variants are annotated by tm-
Var 2.0 (38), an improved version of tmVar (31) that maps
recognized variant mentions to dbSNP RS identifiers. For
PTC, tmVar 2.0 was re-trained using both abstracts and full
text to improve performance. Species continue to be tagged
by SR4GN (33), which provides NCBI taxonomy identi-
fiers. Diseases, chemicals and cell lines are all annotated by
TaggerOne (39), using separate models. Diseases and chem-
ical names are normalized to MeSH identifiers while cell
lines are normalized to Cellosaurus (40). We improved the
performance of TaggerOne for chemicals by re-training the
model using a combination of the BioCreative V CDR cor-
pus (41) and the CHEMDNER corpus (42).

Table 1 lists the different taggers and their performance
in PubTator vs. PTC. Detailed evaluation results (i.e. re-
call and precision) are reported in the Supplementary ma-
terial (Supplementary Table S1). The taggers for two con-
cept types were evaluated on full text corpora (genetic vari-
ants (24) and species (43)), while the tagger for cell lines
was evaluated on a corpus derived from figure captions (44).
The taggers for the remaining concept types were evaluated
on corpora derived from abstracts (genes (45), diseases (46)
and chemicals (41)).

Concept disambiguation module

Recognizing multiple concept types simultaneously occa-
sionally results in text spans being annotated as more than
one bioconcept type. For example, ‘CO2’ may be recognized
as both the chemical ‘carbon dioxide’ (MESH: D002245)
and the gene ‘complement C2’ (EntrezGene:717). Overlap-
ping annotations were originally disambiguated in PubTa-
tor using a rule-based approach: a priority ordering was ap-
plied based on the precision of each concept tagger (from
highest to lowest), specifically mutation > species > gene
> chemical > disease. While this method is straightfor-
ward and useful, incorrect disambiguation remained a sig-
nificant source of error. For example, if a cell line (e.g.
‘A2780S’ in PMID:25026335) or chemical (e.g. ‘C3368-A’ in
PMID:7767952) were erroneously also marked as a genetic
variant, then the rule-based disambiguation would always
consider the mention to be a genetic variant.

Accurately disambiguating the bioconcept type is diffi-
cult without considering the surrounding context. We there-
fore approached this task as a classification problem and de-
veloped a novel convolutional neural network (CNN) (47)
based method, which identifies the most likely bioconcept
type using the syntax and semantics of both the span being
classified and the surrounding words. Our disambiguation
model consists of one CNN for syntactic features and a sec-
ond for semantics, concatenated to a fully connected layer
then output with a softmax layer.

Due to the high cost of annotating human ground truth,
we trained our disambiguation model using a dataset
constructed by cross-referencing annotations in multiple
human-curated databases (e.g. CTDbase, gene2pubmed)
with ambiguous annotations in PubTator. First, we
examined the PubTator results to identify overlapping
annotations to more than one bioconcept type. We then
identified the likely correct type for each set of over-
lapping annotations by determining if one matched a
manual annotation within the human-curated database
for that type. Using a holdout portion of this dataset,
the rule-based approach demonstrated an accuracy of
55.7%, while the new disambiguation model demonstrated
a significantly higher accuracy of 85.2%. The disambigua-
tion module is available as an open source download:
(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/CBBresearch/Lu/Demo/
tmTools/download/BioConceptDisambiguation.zip).

Improved web interface for interactive access

PubTator Central (PTC) features a completely new web in-
terface, designed specifically for use with full text articles

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/CBBresearch/Lu/Demo/tmTools/download/BioConceptDisambiguation.zip
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Figure 1. PTC processing pipeline. PubMed abstracts and PMC-TM full text articles are annotated by multiple concept taggers (A), conflicts/overlapping
annotations handled by the disambiguation module (B) and results stored in the database (C).

Table 1. Improvements in concept tagger performance from PubTator to PTC for each concept type

Performance

Type Training/evaluation corpus Doc type PubTator PTC

Gene BioCreative II GN (45) Abstract GenNorm (34) 80.10% GNormPlus (35) 86.70%
Variant BRONCO (24) Full text tmVar (31) N/A tmVar 2.0 (38) 86.24%
Disease NCBI Disease (46) Abstract DNorm (32) 80.60% TaggerOne (39) 83.70%
Chemical BioCreative V CDR (41) Abstract Dictionary 53.82% TaggerOne 89.50%
Species Linnaeus (43) Full text SR4GN (33) 85.42% SR4GN (33) 85.42%
Cell Line BioCreative VI BioID corpus (44) Full text (caption) N/A TaggerOne 83.10%

Performance listed is the F1 score for concept identification (normalization). The previous version of tmVar does not provide accession identifiers (dbSNP
RS numbers) for variants located within the text. Cell line annotations are new in PTC.

and implemented using the popular web framework An-
gularJS. The publication view page, shown in Figure 2, al-
lows users to view and download concept annotations in
individual articles. The left column of the page provides a
quick summary of all concepts annotated within the arti-
cle, grouped by concept type or section. Users may quickly
navigate to concepts of interest within the annotation sum-
mary, then click to locate them in the article text. The an-
notation summary can be sorted by either annotation fre-
quency or the position of the annotation within the text, and
may be grouped by article section or concept type. The fil-
ter search box limits the concepts shown in the summary
to those matching the input text. The center column of
the publication view page shows the full text of the arti-
cle with the annotated bioconcepts highlighted. Clicking on
any annotation will display a tooltip showing the concept
type for the annotation, its accession identifier, and a link
to an external website with a description. The tooltip also
contains three buttons: the magnifying glass button starts
a new search for articles annotated with this concept, the
RSS button subscribes the user to the RSS feed for this
concept (to notify the user of new articles annotated with
this concept), and the report button allows users to report
a misannotated concept. The right column of the publica-
tion view page provides additional navigation and visual-
ization tools. The ‘Next/Previous publication’ panel allows
users to quickly scroll through search results. The ‘BioCon-
cepts’ panel allows users to toggle the text highlighting for

each concept type. The ‘Sections’ panel allows the user to
quickly navigate to any desired section in the article.

Users arrive at the publication view page by first locat-
ing articles of interest using either keyword or semantic
searches. Keyword search uses the PubMed e-utils API to
retrieve the list of relevant PMIDs for the query, which are
then retrieved from our database and displayed in reverse
date order. Semantic search returns articles annotated with
a specific bioconcept, which may be of any of the six types
supported by PTC (genes, diseases, chemicals, mutations,
species and cell lines). Semantic searches utilize a special-
ized query format: @[ConceptType]@[ConceptID], for ex-
ample: @gene@2099. Users may also limit results only full
text articles using the ‘full-text only’ filter.

PTC allows users to organize articles into collections,
which may then be viewed or downloaded together. Arti-
cles may be added to a collection via the publication view
page or on the collection definition window using either a
list of PMIDs entered manually, a file containing the list of
PMIDs, or via query, which will add all matching articles.
Articles can be removed from a collection by editing the list
of PMIDs.

API for programmatic access

The PTC RESTful web service provides programmatic
access to PTC results in a straightforward tab-delimited
format (PubTator format), and two BioC-based formats:
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Figure 2. Displaying the abstract or full-text of a publication and related tools.

Table 2. Usage for PTC RESTful web service API

Description URL

Abstract example https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/research/
pubtator-api/publications/export/pubtator?
pmids=26739349,28483577

Full text example https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/research/
pubtator-api/publications/export/biocxml?
pmcids=PMC4743391

BioC-XML and BioC-JSON (48). PMC-TM full text arti-
cles require either BioC-XML or BioC-JSON, but PubMed
abstracts are supported in all three formats. Table 2 presents
examples of the web queries used to access the web
service. Full details and code samples are provided at
the online tutorial (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/research/
pubtator/api.html).

Server-side architecture improvements

Articles are preprocessed and stored in a MongoDB
database. A Django web server handles requests from both
the web application and RESTful API clients. Articles and
their annotations are stored in each output format directly,
allowing the web server to return requested data with-
out conversion. Due to the enhancements in the back-end
database, the PTC API is ∼70 times faster than the Pub-
Tator API. The maximum number of articles that may be

requested per query has also increased from 100 for PubTa-
tor to 1000 for PTC.

A detailed point-by-point comparison between PubTator
and PTC can be found in the Supplementary material (Sup-
plementary Table S2).

USE CASES

As an expansion of PubTator functionality, PTC provides
increased accuracy and speed to existing PubTator use
cases; in the past these have included a wide variety of
third-party research (3,7,11–24). PTC also significantly in-
creases the amount of knowledge that may be extracted
from each article by mining its full text. To demonstrate this
increase, we compared the results of our concept taggers
in abstracts and full text articles against the annotations
in human-curated databases. We considered three concept
types: genes (using GeneRIF), diseases and chemicals (both
using MeSH), and limited our analysis to articles present in
the PMC-TM subset. As shown in Figure 3: our concept
taggers extract between 56% and 65% of the manual anno-
tations when applied to abstracts, but extract between 78%
and 83% when applied to full text (an increase of 18–22%).
Analysis of a sample of the concepts missed in both the ab-
stracts and full text indicates that the remaining issues can
be categorized into three groups. First, some diseases and
chemicals are not easily annotated since the corresponding
concept is not present in MeSH; this causes difficulties in

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/research/pubtator-api/publications/export/pubtator?pmids=26739349,28483577
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/research/pubtator-api/publications/export/biocxml?pmcids=PMC4743391
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/research/pubtator/api.html
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Figure 3. Comparison of annotation coverage between processing PubMed abstracts and processing both abstracts and full text articles from PMC-TM.

both automated and manual annotation. Second, some er-
rors (∼20%) are due to either boundary errors or type mis-
matches by the concept taggers or the disambiguation mod-
ule. Third, the source text for the manual annotation may
only be present in the supplementary material or figures,
which are currently out of scope.

We next describe two use cases demonstrating the advan-
tages of the full text concept annotations provided by PTC.

Case 1: Enhancing downstream text mining applications

Several text mining groups using PubTator annotations
(7,19,27) have sought full text annotations to provide more
extensive automated literature analyses for a variety of
downstream applications. Previous work has shown that the
content of the full article text is substantially different from
the abstracts (49). This is demonstrated by LitVar (28), a
semantic search engine for genomic variants in PubMed
and PMC, where mining the PMC-TM set (containing full
text articles) increased the number of variants extracted ap-
proximately 2.6 times compared to only mining PubMed
abstracts. Information retrieval is also more effective when
performed on paragraphs from full text articles rather than
only on abstracts (50). We therefore anticipate PTC enhanc-
ing a variety of downstream text mining applications.

Case 2: Improving biocuration support

Support for full text articles has been identified as a top
priority for text mining workflows supporting biocuration
(51). The full article text is an important source of infor-
mation at multiple stages in the curation process, including
document triage, where the curator must determine whether
an article should be accepted for curation. Previous work
integrating PubTator with the UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot cu-
ration workflow demonstrated that ranking the articles by
the number of automatically-identified protein mentions is
a highly effective method for identifying curatable articles
on protein function (12). Variations of this approach may
be applicable for other biocuration goals, such as identify-
ing mutations associated with genetic diseases by simulta-

neously considering the counts of genes, mutations and dis-
eases. Text mining may also reduce the amount of work the
curator must perform during curation by providing prean-
notations: automated annotations of at least part of the cu-
ration task (13). Automated concept annotations in full text
thus have the potential to improve the scalability of manual
curation both by helping identify curatable articles and re-
ducing the manual effort required.

CONCLUSION

We have described PubTator Central (PTC), a web-based
system for automated concept annotations in PubMed ab-
stracts and PMC-TM full text articles. PTC supports six
concept types: genes/proteins, genetic variants, diseases,
chemicals and cell lines. The new PTC web interface is de-
signed for ease of use with full text articles and the server-
side architecture supports significantly higher throughput.
PTC includes updated concept identification methods and a
new disambiguation model for increased accuracy. Annota-
tions in PTC are available in multiple formats (XML, JSON
and tab delimited) via the online interface, a RESTful web
service or FTP download. PTC is updated daily, currently
containing approximately 3 million full text articles and 29
million abstracts. The full text articles expand the amount
of annotated text ∼4-fold over abstracts alone, enhancing
existing downstream applications and enable new use cases.
We anticipate PTC to become an important resource for fu-
ture studies using knowledge extracted from the biomedical
literature.

In future work, we intend to improve the search func-
tion to allow keyword and semantic queries to be combined.
We also intend to include additional concept types (e.g.
anatomical entities such as cellular components, cell types
and tissues) and to improve the accuracies of the concept
taggers in full text, especially in areas with minimal textual
context, such as tables and supplementary material (52).
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